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Culture

Address the cultural challenges head on
•  Historic lack of collegiality and collaboration between institutions and physicians; between 

consultants and GPs (bigger deal in UK than in the states?)
•  Strong leadership to address cultural, legal, financial and resource challenges in creating new 

provider organisations
•  Strong primary care base with adequate infrastructure and resources to be accountable for full 

scope of responsibility.
• Governance and joint accountability.
• Determining revenue and saving distribution – risk and gain sharing.
•  Culture and workflow shifts to implement highly efficient population based systems – not 

provider based systems
•  Holding physicians directly to account for productivity, quality and efficiency – population and 

individual level
• Implementation of infrastructure, esp IT, in resource constrained environment.
Mc Kethan A, McLellan M – H Affairs Blog 2009. Moving from volume driven medicine toward
 accountable car

The barriers between primary and secondary care are less acute in the US than in the UK and often 
specialties we would think of in the UK as secondary (e.g. obstetrics or respiratory medicine) are 
thought of as primary care in the US. The UK divide is just that - divisive. Ok someone may need to 
commission care, but care should follow patients. Why can’t pregnant women get their whooping 
cough vaccine from secondary care when they come to secondary care for their scans? We need 
to look more closely at patient journeys and incentivize efficiencies along those journeys. The US 
doesn’t do this either, but their barriers tend to be the effect on the patient of the complexity of 
their provider and payment systems - something we should be able to avoid in the UK, particularly 
from the patient’s perspective.

The 15 year trend in PBR and GP has created deep divides both organisationally and culturally. 

Key elements for me are leadership, followership, ownership and partnership and getting over the’ 
what’s in it for me’ re funding barriers and focusing a more ‘can do’ ethos on ‘we’re in it together’. 
Sorry to digress but my train of thought on the current challenges about accountability and the 
quality of care tend to lead me to these points more often than not.
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Prof Al Mulley on accountable care at patient level  
I had the pleasure of listening to Prof Al Mulley speak a few 
weeks ago
Dartmouth prof.  Co inventor (with Jack Wennberg) of the Dartmouth Atlas of Variation, the concept 
of Shared Decision Making, the concepts that ended up being built into Obamacare.

Truly inspirational

He was mainly talking about the notion of “accountable care” from the perspective of frontline 
clinician, didn’t really touch on “systems” and whatnot.

(Earlier in the day I’d had to give a presentation on translating ACO into the NHS - he was in the 
audience. Knowing that he invented the idea made me nervous.

My top take home messages are below.

1) Fiscal cliff is everywhere
Unsustainable

Not producing value

Regardless of structure of system, who funds, how - same issues everywhere

Ever spiral h care spend confiscates resources from other more valuable social investments

2) Challenge assumptions
Increasing levels of health care increases health and well being

Evidence is sufficient to guide decisions at individual levels

Health care is the action of professional applying skills and knowledge. True in some areas (OR, 
ED) but not in many

3) Tragedy of the commons - classic story of market failure in common pooled resources.

4) Raiffa
If you want to judge the quality of a decision made with high degree of uncertainty don’t judge it 
by the outcome

Judge it by the process by which the decision was made

5) Variation quality and value interface
Learning about variation and personal value

Wenberg - paper on variation in care processes. Surgery - varied.

UnWarranted / warranted  (need, people feel differently)
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Variation in:-

Processes 

Costs 

Outcomes

Preferences 

......Ok to Diverge from the guidance because it’s in the patients interest because that’s what 
matters to them

Fisher 2003. Ann Int Med

With higher intensive care and cost

No better outcomes

Poorer satisfaction with care 

Under use of effective

Preference sensitive - over and under use

Supply sensitive - over use

Roemer - If you build it they will come. Universally applicable law.

6) ACO the origins
The Randolph Project

Address the frontline

Don’t get lost in the technicalities, contracts, organisations. Sort out the frontline 

7)  Accountability at individual level
Three questions to help clincial teams hold themselves accountable 

1. How much effort was made to help you understand what matters to you?

2. How much effort was made to help you understand the uncertainties? 

3. How much effort was made to help you decide what decision to make?

Integration 4 qs

Are you happy that the agencies and people involved in your care are coordinating it well

Are you happy that there is a clear plan and someone is in charge of making sure the plan happens

there were two others - I didn’t catch them
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8) How and where to start
with the workforce

Dramatically change the structure

Take 2 GPs out and replace with 10 coaches

Don’t let doctors to motivational interviewing - too valuable 

Daily huddle 

Rotate leadership

Flatten knowledge / power hierarchy

Where to start - substituting high intensity care for better value

Areas where there are ripe opportunities to substitute pharmacological or behavioural / social care

Child and adolescent mental health

End of life / when death is near, and or frailty 

Opportunities for employment in otherwise unemployable or difficult to employ

Multiple LTC 

9) Bring discipline of science to what is subjective at individual level
Don’t tread on the autonomy of those at the front line

Be guided by simple rules

Nomenclature abandon the terms “accountable” “care” and 
“organisation”
They were helpful to introduce the concepts, but I think are getting in the way as people aren’t 
seeing past the Americanism that is “the ACO” to the fundamental principles that underpin (which 
are pretty much the same in all of the systems we read examples about from overseas – US, 
Europe, NZ) - provider led / total care / total population / triple aim. Novel contractual mechanisms 
and payment. Movement towards capitation.

Nuka on culture
This is excellent and well worth a read

Some fundamental issues addressed here – eg consumer / owners; co production 

Not summarised here. Kings Fund – South Central Alaska, 2015
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Narrative 
Behaviour change is very difficult to institutionalise. Simple ‘pump priming’ of the system is unlikely 
to be successful

• Define a central narrative for change that makes sense to all
•  Focus the narrative around the people for whom you are trying to affect change. This is 

likely patients, families and caregivers, but where your main challenge is, for example, may 
be clinicians working remotely and in isolation, you may have to create a separate narrative 
around them.

•  Make this narrative the basis for discussions about service redesign, in order to focus the 
debate on practical improvement.


